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About This Content

"The Sound Four" Extra Playable Characters Pack includes:

4 new playable characters:
- Jirobo

- Kidomaru
- Sakon (Ukon)

- Tayuya
3 Combination secret techniques:

- The Seven Ninja Swords Men of the Mist
- The Sound Ninja Four

- Cold Assault of the Demon Blade
Costumes from previous games

Matching voice
Ninja Info Card Picture

Ninja Treasure
Finish cut-in image
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ayy, thats pretty gud.... The characters arent over powered but are pretty good on their own, their suppourt are uniq and can
provide useful adventage but not broken or op when compared to other existing jutsus for support in the game.

Only Tayuyas and Sakon\/Ukon support is uniq.

Tayuya: uses 3 spheres that will float for a descent period of time and slowly track down your opponent and cause a pretty short
stun on contact on each one of those spheres.

Sakon\/Ukon: rises a wall that will literally block everything you throw at it; idk if its stil happening but, if you throw a paper
bomb at it; even after the wall dissapeare, the paper bloom stay floating where the wall was, and will explode on contact XD.

But lets talk about the impotant part of this DLC...BIKINIS!, do I need to say more?.. Some good Characters, with new little
Mechanics to use. Not overpowered at all, and really fun.
Recommended.. Characters are fun and have a cool linked Ultimate Technique. I very much recomend this dlc. They are some
of my favorite character is the anime and in the game.. The only dlc worth buying that's included in the season pass. Ironically
it's the cheapest, but you get 4 unique part 1 characters,the creation of akatsuki costumes for Pain, Konan, and Nagato, and the
bikini costumes for Sakura, Ino, Hinata, and Tsunade. You also get some other small stuff like more zabuza\/ninja swordsmen
finishers and voice lines.. anime tiddies 10\/10 dlc would play tsunade again. Good value for unlock the sound four and
costumes\ud83d\ude0a. Best DLC Yet
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Hey thats pretty good. I just love this dlc and i think all of you know why. Sadly, all the awsome new team ultimates have fps
drops, even with a super good pc, fix dat\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665please kimundi! Otherwise, the dlc is really
good, and the sound fours are very unique, each of them having his way to play. its so good!~!!!!!. this game is great but i
wondering is hokage kakashi costume gonna be on dlc, plus is boruto and sarada are gonna be in dlc as well?
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